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DB Cargo companies requested PaPs offered in RFCs 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9 and dossiers with involvement of Czechia 

and Slovakia. 

 

Dossiers with DB Cargo Deutschland will be monitored in all process steps. 
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General deficiencies PaPs – 1/2 

1. IMs should committ on common concept to request PaPs with Feeder/Outflow.  

 Thoese need to be published in time in one international manual and implemented in PCS. 

  

 There are no common variants agreed on between IMs for creating a bordercrossing PaP-timetable in one 

 dossier.  

 Each IM has defined different kind of terms and exceptions, which are nationalbased and not compatible with each 

 other. RUs need to respect too many national rules to request PaPs with Feeder/Outflow.  
  

 Example:  

 a) DB Netz prefers, that RUs create 2 dossiers, one for PaP days and one for not availabe PaP days. 

  SNCF Reseau allows Customers to create Dossiers including Subs for PaP days and not available PaP days. 

  DB Cargo prefers the variant of SNCF Reseau, to only create one dossier with PaP days and not available PaP 

  days.  

 b) In many countries locations need to be added twice, when PaPs meet Feeder/Outflow.  

     In Germany locations shall not be added twice when PaP meets Feeder/Outflow.  

  DB Cargo would like IMs to have a common process for editing locations to a dossier. 

RFC  1-9 
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General deficiencies PaPs – 2/2 

2. Zeitscheiben/Anita-Z for german Feeder/ Outflow Paths should not be created by DB Cargo Deutschland, 

when PaPs with Feeder/Outflow are requested 

Procedure of Zeitscheiben / Anita-Z Angeboten is all in all unsatisfying.  

Procedure produces unnecessary work and specified rules to follow by DB Cargo Deutschland AG.  

 

 Specification - today:  

 RUs start with creating and harmonizing PaP-dossiers by the beginning of February.  

 DB Netz AG delivers Anita-Z-Angebote during Feb-End of March.  

 RU needs to add these Anita-Z-Angebote to the dossier by creating subs for Feeder/Outflow.  

 RU needs to follow certain rules for adding these subs.  

  

     DB Cargo requests new procedure to be solved within RFC and IMs: 

1. If PaPs are ordered by DB Cargo, the planer does only create one Feeder / Outflow.  

2. DB Cargo does not need to create several Subs for Anita-Z Angebote.  

RFC  1-9 
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Requirements for PaP-construction 

1. PaPs should be also be constructed and published for Venlo 

Due to construction works in Emmerich tt 2018-2022 PaPs should also be constructed and published  for the 

alternative route / Rerouting over VENLO. 

 

2.  PaPs including same border stations needs to offer same services days on both IM-sides 

 PaPs via Emmerich were offered from ProRail for entire days in a year. DB Netz already considered construction 

works in offered PaPs. DB Netz reduced days in PaPs, where path could only be offered over another border, such 

as Venlo. 

 For traffics via Emmerich it was necessary to place double request: one via Emmerich in PCS, another via Venlo in 

national systems. 

 

3. PaPs including same border stations needs PaPs including same border stations should offer the same 

parameter (weight/ length) 

RFC 1 
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Technical Requirements for PCS, RNE  - 1/6 

1. Performance problems 

Especially in time period between 27th March and 10th April there are performance problems in PCS. The system 

worked very slowly, it took several minutes to open a dossier or to change in another register of dossier (e.g. RU-

Timetable), than the view was frozen and the system did not react any more. A new start of system or browser did not 

help. Other Internet-pages worked smoothly. These problems existed in different browser and independently from 

user-account. After involving PCS-Support the problem was quickly fixed. 

 Please increase performance speed of PCS to prevent this problems. 

  

 

 

RNE 
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Technical Requirements for PCS, RNE  - 2/6 

2. Missing information in subs for single days 

 When sub contain only 1 or 2 days the information in the view „manage manual offset“ will not be shown completely. 

RNE 

Dossier ID 177738: 
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Technical Requirements for PCS, RNE  - 3/6 

3. Missing information in 13th sub 

 When there are more than 12 subs, days of the 13th subs will not been shown in calender overview. 

RNE 

Dossier ID 177738: 
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Technical Requirements for PCS, RNE  - 4/6 

4. UIC-code next to companies name 

UIC-code should also be listed next to the companies name, when user selects the company for  

each location. This code is unique for all UIC-RUs. To identify the correct RU when creating a  

dossier, is more easy. Entering the wrong company due to different spellings of agency names can  

be avoided.  

Example:  

DB Cargo Italia S.r.l.  - 2380 

DB Cargo Deutschland AG – 2180 

 

 

 

RNE 
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Technical Requirements for PCS, RNE  - 5/6 

5. Searching function for PaPs 

 For searching of the fitting PaP it is necessary to add following searching parameter: 

 - Requested stretch (from/ to) 

 - Requested weight carriage set, length carriage set 

 - Requested total weight, total length 

 - Requested minimum breaked weight percentage 

 

RNE 
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Technical Requirements for PCS, RNE  - 6/6 

6. Compact report to print 

 To check all details in timetable (times, locations, parameter, days) more easily we need to  print out the timetable, 

maximum 2-3 pages. 

 Parameters shall only be shown once in the timetable and only be repeated in another location if they change.  

 

7. Activity types should be in alphabetical order 

 

8. Edit and Change RUs in Dossier 

 It should be possible to copy selected RU to several locations at once. For example: select RU, then set flag to 

locations, like in copy parameter function.  

 

9. Edit and Change trainnumber in Dossier 

 It should be possible to copy inserted train number to several locations at once. For example: edit train number to one 

location, then set flag to other locations, which run under this train number. Furthermore it would be helpfull to have 

the possibility to choose all locations in one. 

 

RNE 


